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French and Belgian settlement patterns were studied in three communities in southwestern Saskatchewan. The areas, settled in
the early 1900s, were of moderate agriculture capability. Though colonizing priests toured the Canadian prairies and located
land they deemed culturally advantageous and suitable for farming, priests’ and settlers’ correspondences show that both were
unfamiliar with land capability for agriculture on the prairies. Adverse terrain was often visible, affecting colony site and individual homestead selection. Bush and distance from water were important, socio-economic factors influenced settlement, and
co-nationals often homesteaded together. Railway routes were unknown and did not influence homestead patterns and settlement did not expand outward from towns. While economics played a role, the colonizing priest was particularly influential in
attracting settlers to Ponteix. A priest and a government agent were important at Dollard. Family attracted many homesteaders
to Fife Lake. Family influenced land selection in all three settlements, but was most significant at Fife Lake and Dollard.
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Introduction

Canadian prairies in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries (Lehr 1974, 21). Until the closing of the frontier multiple
settlement sites were available. In choosing where to locate, soil
quality, proximity to wood, water, railways, markets and towns
were all important to settlers, as were their perceptions of the
land (Lehr 1978, 132–133). Early homesteaders on the prairies
selected treed land and avoided open prairie. Many felt that
prairie land was infertile, at times invoking images of a desert
(Cutting 1975, 12; Lehr 1978, 65–66; Richtik 1983). Eventually this image faded and the advantages of prairie land and its
easily cultivated soils were recognized, especially as technology developed that increased the chance of success in drier areas. However, the material reality of life on the prairies meant
that access to timber remained desirable for building, fencing,
fuel, and aesthetics (Cutting 1975; Lehr 1978, 64–66; Richtik
1983). Access to water also influenced prairie settlement patterns, reducing costs and providing for livestock (Lehr 1978,

Many ethnic groups settled on the Canadian prairies. Studies
have suggested that different groups preferred particular land
characteristics (Schlichtmann 1977). Unique geographies related to environmental and social preference also developed within
group settlements. This article examines French and Belgian
land settlement patterns in three communities in southwestern
Saskatchewan. It examines the physical location of settlements,
the economic choices made in land selection, settlement structures relative to social groups, and the effects of colonizing
priests.
General location of group settlements
The availability of agricultural land for homesteading was of
prime importance in the location of group settlements on the
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65–66, 134; Wiesinger 1985). Thus, Ukrainians, Mormons, and
Swedes settled along waterways (Lehr 1972, 1974, 1978, 65–66,
134; Ostergren 1998, 26). On the other hand, poorly drained,
marshy land was generally avoided (Tracie 1970; Loveridge
1977; Bower 2006).
Although soil, trees, and water influenced homestead choices, few settlers had the time or capital to compare different sites
and thus imperfect knowledge of growing conditions led many
to inaccurately appraise land (Loveridge 1977; Lehr 1978, 143).
Even surveyors sent out specifically to grade land often provided erroneous evaluations. They described topography generally,
and their appraisals of soil, though based on colour and vegetation, were frequently incorrect. Culture also affected which land
characteristics settlers deemed desirable. For example, Ukrainian settlers were capital deficient and wood had been costly
in their homeland. Many favoured homesteads in the parkland,
irrespective of land capability (Canada. Department of Natural
Resources n.d.; Lehr 1978, 134–141). Reconnaissance parties,
whose leaders’ knowledge of the environment varied, further
influenced site selection (Ostergren 1998, 26). Eagerness to expand settlement finally led to excessive optimism, rapid settlement, and alienation of areas ill-suited to farming (Cutting 1975,
13; Lehr 1978, 69).
Economic drivers also shaped settlement patterns. Homesteaders eagerly sought sites near railways that increased accessibility to markets. As a result, land settlement in Saskatchewan spread north and south from the Canadian Pacific Railway
(Clark 1931, 32). Farmers settled at a maximum of 30 or 40
miles from a railway. The need for access to market was so important that some homesteaders actually avoided high quality
land if it was far from a railway (Clark 1931, 16; Loveridge
1977, 191). Only a very few groups, such as the Doukhobors,
who sought isolation, did not express desires for these economic
advantages (Szalasznyj 1977).
Over time, multiple processes led to the expansion of prairie
group settlements. Chain migration, spurred by communication
between family and friends, gathered relatives and acquaintances and increased the size of Ukrainian and Finnish settlements;
group migration contributed to the growth of Mennonite and
Hutterite settlements (Price 1959; Loveridge 1977, 192–203;
Pederson 2004).

land. The commentary of earlier settlers and land agents often
provided the best information available, yet this assisted a few
settlers (Mallett 1971, 162–164; Loveridge 1977, 207; Stefanik
2015, 121). Along with land quality, water and wood were important considerations; many sought land with or near these resources (Loveridge 1977, 203–204; Lehr 1978; Pederson 2004,
40). In semi-arid areas, trees were rare and had less effect on
homestead selection; settlers had to import wood (Mallett 1971,
25, 162–164).
Settlement theory also suggests that homesteaders would
first choose land near service centres, and from there settlement
would expand outwards (Bylund 1960; Hudson 1969; Wiesinger
1985). Several studies have challenged this assertion. For example, Loveridge (1977, 204–205) argued that service centres
did not affect settlers’ location within Sifton Rural Municipality, Manitoba, where most practiced subsistence farming and
hence proximity to market towns was less important than soil
quality (Cutting 1975, 31). Alternatively, multiple studies have
shown the importance of proximity to a railway in individual
land selection (Tracie 1970; Hudson 1973, 461; Wiesinger 1985;
Pederson 2004). For example, Dick (1985) showed that distance
to even a projected railway was more influential in homestead
choices at Neudorf and Abernethy, Saskatchewan than were soil
quality, access to wood or water, or distance to supply centres.
Family, friendship, and religious ties were another factor
in settlement. Homesteaders frequently selected land adjacent
to kin, often prioritizing familial proximity over land quality
and other economic factors (Hudson 1973, 448; Brunger 1982;
Richtik 1985, 1986; Boyd 1989; Pederson 2004, 41). Homesteaders also clustered according to birthplace and prior place
of residence (Hudson 1973, 447; Lehr 1978; Fox 1979, 82–82;
Ostergren 1998, 28; Boyd 1989). Religious and government institutions affected settlement patterns, often increasing their size
and compactness (Katz and Lehr 1993). Churches, which served
educational and religious needs, drew settlers and actively took
part in forming communities (Lehr 1978, 133). For example,
the Catholic Church recruited Francophones for western Canada
and it sought to group them together in large settlements where
they might maintain their culture (Painchaud 1987; Hamilton
2007). The Canadian government furthered the establishment of
such ethnic groups through its agents, who directed homesteaders to particular locations deemed favourable for settlement by
specific groups (Katz and Lehr 1993).

Internal morphology of settlement
Several economic factors affected agricultural success on the
Canadian prairies. The same variables also influenced individual homestead selection and shaped the internal morphology of
group settlements (Dick 1985, 18–19). The physical capability
of land for production varied within settlements. Better land
was usually selected first (Loveridge 1977, 203–204; Wiesinger
1985; Boyd 1989), but homesteaders did not always evaluate
land correctly. At Dominion Lands offices homesteaders found,
at best, general descriptions of whole townships that were based
on surveyors’ appraisals: there were no descriptions of individual quarter sections. Homestead choices were often a gamble
since few homesteaders made a site inspection before choosing
Prairie Perspectives: Geographical Essays 2016, 18: 64–77

Problem and study area
This study uses the above factors to examine the selection of
sites for three French and Belgian settlements in southern Saskatchewan. Fife Lake, Notre Dame d’Auvergne, and Dollard are
all located in semi-arid southwestern Saskatchewan and were
chosen as study areas (Figure 1). These sites allowed consideration of differences in settlement patterns and the effects of
religious institutions. Looking at these sites, the study describes
individual homesteaders’ land choices with regard to soil quality, distance to water bodies, distance to railways, and distance
to service centres. Evaluations of soil capability are compared
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Table 1
Geographic factors in land selection by individual homesteaders

Figure 1
Study areas
SOURCE: CLI (1967a)

to those of the Canada Land Inventory (CLI) for agriculture.
Though the CLI dates from the 1960s and 1970s, its evaluations
of soil capability for agriculture remain valid. Finally, the study
describes the effects of family, previous locality groups, and the
role of colonizing priests.

Three French and Belgian communities
Fife Lake
Before farm settlement at Fife Lake, traders caught muskrats
and fish in the area and used it for grazing livestock (Fife Lake
n.d., 2). Early colonists arriving in the area were probably told
that its soils were better than those in the hills south of Willow
Bunch that they crossed on route. They also learned there would
be water, coal, and a picturesque valley location (Le Patriote de
L’Ouest 1914, 2, 26). Since Fife Lake was relatively uninhabited, a large bloc settlement could develop. Limited prior occupancy was an important feature for French-speaking Europeans
since it would permit them to establish a community where they
could retain their culture (Jones 1978).
Settlement patterns show a preference for the best land available with proximity to water (Figure 2 and Table 1). Class designations for agricultural capability conceived by the CLI assist
interpretation of these early homesteaders’ choices, ranging from
the best soils in Class 1 to soils with no capacity for agriculture
in Class 7. Thus, though it was of moderate agricultural capability, Class 4 land was chosen most frequently and it became the
only class of land that French and Belgian homesteaders chose
in 1906 and 1909–1910. Rolling, hilly, Class 5 and Class 6 land,
that was often visibly less suited for farming was only taken after 1910. Correlation analysis reveals a strong link between land
quality and early homestead date by both French and Belgian
colonists (see Table 1). Moreover, in the early years of settlement until 1910, French and Belgian homesteaders chose land
Prairie Perspectives: Geographical Essays 2016, 18: 64–77

Figure 2
Soil capability for agriculture and settlement at Fife Lake

SOURCES: Homestead files; CLI (1967a); Canada (1906, 1911, 1916);
Coronoch Historical Committee (1980); Fife Lake History Book Committee (1981); Rockglen History Committee (2002); Willow Bunch Historical
Society (1998)

that was reasonably close to large non-ephemeral water bodies.
However, the strength of this relationship was weaker than the
strength of the relationship between date of land settlement and
soil capability for agriculture.
At Fife Lake, French and Belgian settlers did not display
a preference for land near a railway or town that could have
brought economic and social benefits. No rail service was pres66
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ent during the homesteading period. The possibility of a railway
coming to the area was only announced in 1914 and the line
itself was not built until 1926 (Le Patriote de L’Ouest 1926, 7).
The town of Fife Lake was only established in 1928 (Fife Lake
n.d., 8). Also unapparent were homestead choices near religious
structures. Due to isolation, the settlement lacked a resident
priest throughout the homestead period and up to at least 1926,
a visiting priest gave mass in settlers’ homes (Fife Lake n.d., 7;
Le Patriote de L’Ouest 1926, 7).
Settlers at Fife Lake homesteaded in clusters based on their
origins. Many were from northern departments of France such
as Pas-de-Calais and Brittany, while Luxembourg and the Flanders provinces in Belgium were common origins of the remaining migrants. Overpopulation and the farming situation in these
areas promoted out-migration. Inheritance laws in France and
Belgium required land division among multiple heirs, making
farms very small. Rental land was available but high demand
meant high rents. Moreover, American grain flooded European
markets in the late 1800s and early 1900s, undercutting the value of farm labour and driving mechanization. Small farm size
further prevented the purchase and effective use of new equipment and, in France, protective tariffs increased the price of
livestock feed. Rural out-migration to towns and large industrial
centres developed, including Belgian out-migration to France.
But neither towns, with artisans facing a shrinking customer
base and competition from large-scale mechanized urban industry, nor large urban industrial centres, could absorb all available
labour. Day labourers and tenant farmers became a particularly
large component of migrants from Belgium to North America

between 1901 and 1912. Farmers came to the Canadian prairies
from France and Belgium during this same period.
Religious persecution also drove migration to Canada. In
France, the government opposed Catholicism and Prime Minister Emile Combes had restricted the formation of religious
communities and dissolved existing congregations. He outlawed
teaching by Catholic communities, banned crucifixes from
courts, and put religious orders’ property up for sale. Aristide
Briand, his successor, passed additional laws to separate church
and state. Thus, Canadian immigration agents listed economically stagnant, overpopulated Catholic regions such as Brittany
and Pas-de-Calais as especially promising for recruitment. Many
settlers were also recruited from Luxembourg (Canada Sessional Papers 1900, 43; Le Canada 1904a; Châtelain 1947, 59;
Commission de l’Atlas Nationale du Belgique 1959; Lefebvre
1959, 25–35; Ennis 1977, 127–132; Milward and Saul 1977, 90,
106–114, 144–175; MFA 1978, 301; Stengers 1978; Lapointe
and Tessier 1986, 84–90; Penisson 1985, 74, 88–89; Ross 1986,
119–127; Winchester 1986, 60–78; Jones 1989, 22–29; Jaenen
1991, 9; Douchant and Richtik 1992, 29; Jaumain and Sanfilippo 1996; Pyée 2005, 29–60, 140–158).
When they arrived at Fife Lake, settlers clustered according to general places of origin and family ties (Figures 3 and
4). Early colonists from Brittany clustered in the southern part
of the main township while those arriving from departments in
northeast France homesteaded further north. Belgian and French
colonists often intermixed despite linguistic differences, a practice probably influenced by a common religion and especially
by prior residence of many of these settlers in the Forget area of
southeastern Saskatchewan (Ross 1986, 107; Jaenen 1999). The

Figure 3
Homesteaders’ origins and settlement at Fife Lake

Figure 4
Homesteaders’ recent residences and settlement at Fife Lake

SOURCES: Homestead files; CLI (1967a); Canada (1906, 1911, 1916);
Coronoch Historical Committee (1980); Fife Lake History Book Committee (1981); Rockglen History Committee (2002); Willow Bunch Historical
Society (1998)
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SOURCES: Homestead files; CLI (1967a); Canada (1906, 1911, 1916);
Coronoch Historical Committee (1980); Fife Lake History Book Committee (1981); Rockglen History Committee (2002); Willow Bunch Historical
Society (1998)
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like that he had known in France (Royer 1908a 1; 1918–1919,
1–7; The Echo 1955, 4; Lacoursière-Stringer 1981, 17).
Father Royer’s initial tour of the prairies led him to Weyburn, Swift Current, Calgary, Red Deer, Lacombe, Settler, Ribstone, Battle River, and the Rocky Mountains. He found places
that lacked wood, and places that were wooded but partially
settled (Royer 1918–1919, 7–8; The Echo 1955, 4; LacoursièreStringer 1981, 17). He also learned that settlers in the parkland
faced difficulties clearing bush to farm:
En tout cas ce n’etait pas du tout ce que nous avons rèvé. Des
bosquets charmants, de petits trembles, c’est joli! Mais celà ferait bien mieux dans le parc d’un millionaire que sur un pauvre
homestead dont il couvre les trois quarts, car il faudra tout de
suite les arracher à grand’peine pour les remplacer des ceréales
ou du foin. Dans ces conditions, un seul quart de section était
loin de nous permettre l’aisance, comme nous le constatons
d’ailleurs chez un bon abre à Notre Dame de Savoie (Royer
1918–1919, 8).

Figure 5
Family name groups at Fife Lake

SOURCES: Homestead files; CLI (1967a); Canada (1906, 1911, 1916);
Coronoch Historical Committee (1980); Fife Lake History Book Committee (1981); Rockglen History Committee (2002); Willow Bunch Historical
Society (1998)

In any case this was not at all that they had hoped for. Charming groves, small aspen, were pretty! But this would be better in a millionaire’s park than on a poor homestead—where
groves covered three quarters of the land, they needed to be
removed immediately, despite the difficulty, and replaced with
grain or hay. In these circumstances, a single quarter section
did not easily permit a prosperous living as is apparent elsewhere at Notre Dame de Savoie.

group from Forget was particularly significant at Fife Lake and
was probably larger than indicated in Figure 4. Data for family relationships was limited so last name groups were mapped
to show approximate family settlement patterns. Family-based
groups were apparent (Figure 5). Some families arrived and
settled together, while elsewhere one family member came and
others followed, taking homesteads near the first settler if possible. This fits with Jaenen’s (1988 153; 1991, 13) contention
that chain migration of extended family and neighbours was a
main form of migration from Belgium to western Canada during
this period.

Winnipeg immigration agent Léon Roy’s description of the
wheat-growing capacity of the south and of a newly developing
area known as La Vieille also enticed him, along with reports
of wood and French Canadian colonists (Royer 1918–1919,
8). While he was impressed with La Vieille’s soils, bush, and
few inhabitants (Les Cloches de Saint-Boniface 1908a, 35), its
concurrent selection by Father Gravel, a wealthy priest, led to
conflict and he soon left in search of a new site. One settler suggested a butte north of La Vieille River that had many advantages, but this location did not meet the criteria that the Church
established for new colonies, requiring they be at least ten miles
apart (Royer 1918–1919, 12). From Saint-Boniface, Mgr. Langevin provided additional instructions for choosing a new site:

Notre Dame d’Auvergne
The story of settling Notre Dame d’Auvergne illustrates the issues and competing interests of available resources, prior settlement, limited knowledge, and proximity to services that many
colonizing organizers faced and the effect this had on settlement
location. In 1900, Father Albert Royer resolved to found a parish
in an uninhabited area for people from Auvergne, France. Five
years later, after visiting Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia and not
finding a suitable site, he contacted Mgr. Langevin, Archbishop
at Saint-Boniface, Manitoba over the possibility of founding a
colony in Canada. The prairies had significant advantages that
swayed him: homestead land could be owned in three rather than
five years, and there was greater religious freedom and linguistic
protection than in France. The Catholic Church’s criteria and his
own evaluations were central to his specific site selection on the
prairies. Father Royer sought uninhabited, fertile wooded land
Prairie Perspectives: Geographical Essays 2016, 18: 64–77

Tâchez donc de me trouver, pour Notre Dame d’Auvergne, une
colline dominant un cours d’eau, et une tracé de chemin de
fer, avec aux alentours de bonnes terres pour les colons (Royer
n.d.; Lacoursière-Stringer 1981, 17).
For Notre Dame d’Auvergne, try to find for me a hill overlooking a stream, and a planned railway, surrounded by good land
for settlers.

Royer toured southern Saskatchewan seeking these features.
The land at Pinto Creek looked good but lacked wood and was
68
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far from planned railways. Land between La Vieille and Willow
Bunch was covered with dense grass and seemed fertile, while
land at Whisky Creek was “magnificent,” but both areas were
already settled. He continued, circling through a French Métis
colony at Lac Pelletier before heading to Frenchman Creek and
Cypress Hills. Here, he found rolling, sandy land. Finally, he
reached Swift Current Creek where he found low bush, impressive cattle herds, coal, and a “sort of slate soil” that might bring
great riches (SAR 1907a; Royer 1908a, 7–10; 1908b, 92–93;
1908c, 130–131).
Mgr. Langevin’s instructions guided Royer’s choice among
sites. He thus returned to his chosen site for the colony that he
called Notre Dame, and later described the superb prairie land
with deep humus that retained moisture and overlay a bed of
clay. The absence of rocks made up for the lack of wood, while
scrub and marsh were not found. There was also a creek and
First Nations told him about coal in the area. More promising
still, a railway was planned, and in the interim nearby trails
would allow communication. Finally, there was sufficient vacant land to found a large community. Royer placed his tent on
a hill by a waterway in the settlement, establishing the centre
of Notre Dame d’Auvergne (Figure 6) at Section 30 Township
9 Range 11 (Les Cloches de Saint-Boniface 1907, 122; Royer
1908, 7–12; Royer 1908, 92, 141; Frémont 1959, 106; Lacoursière-Stringer 1981, 17; Service fransaskois d’éducation adultes
1988; Wilhelm 1990; 1991, 124).
Settlement at Notre Dame d’Auvergne was largely on the
best Class 3 land (Figure 6 and Table 2) while poorer Class 4
land was less frequently selected. Stones in Class 4 areas probably deterred settlers. Small areas of rolling Class 6 land and
wet Class 5 land along Notukeu Creek were generally avoided.
This pattern was apparent despite settlers’ limited familiarity
with the area and a lack of knowledge of the agricultural capabilities of the soil. At Dominion Lands offices, homesteaders
may have viewed maps showing the number of quarter sections
available in each township (Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Branch 1917). Surveyors’ descriptions of the land may
also have been available, and some land guides requested surveyors’ descriptions. Surveyors had classed all land at Notre
Dame d’Auvergne as rolling prairie, though found Township 9,
Range 12, Township 8, Range 11, and Township 10, Range 10,
to be ‘gently’ rolling prairie. They did not mention bush (SAR
1908a; Canada. Department of Natural Resources n.d.). Priests
who had toured the area also assisted with land selection, and
they responded to many settlers asking for information about
land and for assistance selecting a homestead (SAR 1906).
Water also influenced individual homestead patterns. French
and Belgian settlers gathered along the west side of Notukeu
Creek where some small clumps of fuel-wood were found.
Later, the discovery of good well water at a depth of less than
20 feet and the use of slough water facilitated settlement further from the creek (Le Patriote de L’Ouest 1918; LacoursièreStringer 1981, 10–15).
Notre Dame d’Auvergne was the first town established in
the area and soon the community held advantages for settlers:
a church, school, stores and post office (Lacoursière-Stringer
Prairie Perspectives: Geographical Essays 2016, 18: 64–77

Figure 6
Soil capability for agriculture and settlement at Notre Dame
d’Auvergne

SOURCE: Homestead files; CLI (1967b); Canada (1911); Lacoursière
Stringer (1981); Ponteix History Book Committee (1991)

Table 2
Geographic factors in homesteaders’ land selection at Notre
Dame d’Auvergne

SOURCE: CLI (1967b)

1981, 18). It served French and Belgian settlers and many of
them took land close to the community, yet the basic expansion of French and Belgian settlement was on good land near
Notukeu Creek and not outwards from the town. The railway
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did not affect settlement here. The Canadian Pacific Railway
only extended a railway into the region in 1913 and up until that
time its specific route seemed to be unknown. Nonetheless, the
importance of transport to colonists eventually led to the abandonment of Notre Dame and relocation of the village to Ponteix,
a site on the railway (Lacoursière-Stringer 1981, 19–20; Service fransaskois d’éducation adultes 1988, 6). Clusters of settlers with particular and common origins were significant in this
community (Figure 7). Homesteaders from Auvergne gathered
around the initial settlement site while settlers from Brittany
homesteaded to the north.
In Europe, conditions in rural Auvergne had favoured outmigration since the mid-1800s. Like other areas in France, it
was overpopulated and affected by low-priced American grain
imports. Phylloxera had infested vineyards since the late 1800s
limiting production, and declines were seen throughout coal
mining, textiles, and other cottage manufactories (Le Canada
y 1904b; 1907a; 1907b; Asselin 1913, 7; Milward and Saul
1977, 80–112; Seys 1980, 403; Lalonde 1983, 61; Betaille 1985,
117–122; Penisson 1985; Roudié 1985; Jones 1989; Pyée 2005,
29–30). Notwithstanding government opposition to out-migra-

tion to non-French colonies and despite negative images of the
Canadian prairies, the lure of open land influenced residents of
Auvergne (Le Courrier de L’Ouest 1907, 7; Savard 1968; Beteille 1985, 111; Penisson 1985; Jones 1989, 219–229; Pyée
2005, 33). Residents there saw posters advertising the Canadian
prairies at the back of Royer’s church, and read advertisements
in Le Croix d’Aveyron. Their letters reflect the difficult economic
and religious situation in Auvergne with several inquiring about
their chances of homesteading successfully and having religious
freedom (SAR 1907b, 1907c, 1907d; Lacoursière-Stringer 1981,
10).
Similar origins in Europe or at previous sites in the prairies were common among homesteaders (Figure 8). Letters and
recollections suggest the importance of encounters with Father
Royer in migration to the prairies and in clustering at Ponteix
(Ponteix History Book Committee 1991). There were also a few
‘step-migrants’ who resettled from the French and Belgian community of Whitewood, Saskatchewan (Frémont 1959). Family
settlement, at least as suggested by last name groups, was also
apparent (Figure 9), though the limited number and small extent
of families as compared to other communities, along with letters

Figure 7
Homesteaders’ origins and settlement at Notre Dame d’Auvergne

Figure 8
Homesteaders’ recent residences and settlement at Notre Dame
d’Auvergne

SOURCE: Homestead files; CLI (1967b); Canada (1911); Lacoursière
Stringer (1981); Ponteix History Book Committee (1991)
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SOURCE: Homestead files; CLI (1967b); Canada (1911); Lacoursière
Stringer (1981); Ponteix History Book Committee (1991)
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Figure 9
Family name groups at Notre Dame d’Auvergne

SOURCE: Homestead files; CLI (1967b); Canada (1911); Lacoursière
Stringer (1981); Ponteix History Book Committee (1991)

and recollections, suggests the greater importance of the colonizing priest. Simple word-of-mouth was likely also important
(Beteille 1985, 114; Pyée 2005, 174–182).
Like many colonizing priests, Father Royer was particularly
interested in establishing a large, solid community. On several
occasions, he sought out Father Gravel’s assistance to have land
held for squatters and to have local land agents send Francophones to his community. While Royer was able to influence the
land commissioner for the area, have himself named as a land
guide, and to have a sub-agency of Dominion Lands established
at Ponteix, several of his squatters who settled before the survey
and left temporarily lost land to others who entered at the time of
government marketing. Land near the Catholic Church was especially disputed, and tensions about land take-up led to threats
to torch the church (SAR 1908b, 1908c, 1908d, 1908e, 1908f,
1908g, 1909a; LAC 1910, 1911a, 1911b).

Figure 10
Soil capability for agriculture and settlement at Dollard

SOURCE: Homestead files; CLI (1967c); Canada (1911); South Shaunavon
History Book Club (1981); Eastend Historical Society (1982)

panions who had been on Father Royer’s tour, led to the choice
of location. Along with two settlers, Boutin chose a butte and
erected a cross for the centre of a colony on Section 6 Township 8, Range 19 West Meridian 3, as seen in Figure 10 (Bleau
n.d., 2; Historique de la Paroisse Jeanne d’Arc n.d., 2–3; Prince
1989, 42; Western People 1992, 8). Fathers Dufresne and then
Jayet arrived shortly after, selecting a homestead on Township
14 Section 7 Range 20 West Meridian 3 (Figure 10). The building of a post office, presbytery and church, and the construction
of St. Hilaire store followed, establishing a second focal point in
the colony. Léon Roy, the French-Canadian immigration agent
from Winnipeg who had helped Royer at Ponteix, established
a third cluster of homesteaders in the same area in the fall of

Dollard
As at Notre Dame d’Auvergne, a priest selected the initial site
for Dollard. Jerome Boutin’s exploration of southwestern Saskatchewan, and perhaps some knowledge gained from comPrairie Perspectives: Geographical Essays 2016, 18: 64–77
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Table 3
Geographic factors in land selection by homesteaders at Dollard

1908. He arrived with several relatives and chose land about
three miles south of the Boutin group. Roy later commented on
the area’s first class soil, abundant good water, coal within five
miles, wood within five to twelve miles, and plans for a railway
(Historique de la Paroisse Jeanne d’Arc n.d., 2–3; Bleau n.d.,
2; Les Cloches de Saint-Boniface 1908, 298; 1910, 104; Prince
1989, 42–45; Western People 1992, 8). The three focal points
contributed to a dispersed settlement rather than a single unit, or
a failed colony as described in some historic literature (Frémont
1959, 110).
In the earliest years of settlement, French and Belgian homesteaders universally took good quality Class 3 land, rather than
poorer quarters that were often noticeably topographically adverse. The strong positive correlation shown in Table 3 between
land capability for agriculture and date of first entry confirms
this. Letters from settlers show they thought about land selection, and expressed opinions and knowledge based on the land’s
visual characteristics, topography, and colour. Surveyors’ comments may have been available to colonists but these only provided general appraisals of the land. For example, one settler
wrote to Father Gravel about good brown coloured soil at Val
Roy and explained that soils in surrounding townships were
sandy. Other letters show scant knowledge of land in Saskatchewan. One letter writer asked if there were vineyards or domestic livestock-raising and another inquired about olive trees and
orchards. Alphonse Gouzy asked if the region was grain producing. Yet another potential settler posed the same questions,
but also wanted to know if the region was mountainous (SAR
1907d, 1907e, 1907f, 1907g, 1908h). Surveyors’ comments offered only loose guidance. Township maps, available to visitors
at Dominion Lands offices, were based on surveys. They classed
most of the land as rolling or undulating prairie, did not mention
bush, and showed that poorer land was to be found along the
fringes of the settlement. Township 8, Range 19, the location of
the original group, was better than other areas; it was described
as level prairie. Father Gravel’s own reports furthered views that
the land was good, mentioning that it was close to coal mines
(SAR 1909b). A few colonists, especially those who had stopped
elsewhere in western Canada before settling, may have visited
the area, viewed it, and then selected land for family and friends,
but more numerous were those who recalled a lack of resources
to make reconnaissance visits to look at the land. Some of these
homesteaders sought information from colonizing priests or
asked that priests or someone the priest knew choose good land
for them (SAR 1907h, 1907i, 1907j, 1907k, 1907l, 1907m).
As at Fife Lake and Notre dame d’Auvergne, settlement at
Dollard was generally oriented to water bodies. Table 3 and Figure 10 show that French and Belgian homesteaders chose land
near to major, non-ephemeral water bodies in the early years
of homesteading, though as Table 3 demonstrates, in later years
they settled further from streams. However, the correlation
between date of settlement and proximity to water was much
weaker than that with land quality. Also, as in the other two
colonies, there was no apparent relationship between date of
settlement and a railway. The railway was only built in 1913,
once again after the area was homesteaded. Indeed, a major disPrairie Perspectives: Geographical Essays 2016, 18: 64–77

SOURCE: CLI (1967c)

appointment came when the CPR selected a town site two miles
north of their community, passing though Dollard, suggesting
homesteaders were unfamiliar with the railway’s planned route
(Western People 1992, 8). Unlike at Fife Lake and Notre Dame
d’Auvergne, French and Belgian settlement in the Dollard communities generally expanded outwards from Buffet and Val Roy.
Table 3 shows there were positive correlations between date of
homesteading and location near Buffet among French homesteaders and between date of homesteading and distance to both
Val Roy and Buffet among Belgian homesteaders. Despite this,
Figure 10 suggests a less clear relationship.
Similar to Notre Dame d’Auvergne, the general cluster of
French and Belgian settlers at Dollard owed much to the influence of the priest, the government agent, and the desire of
settlers to be with others who shared their customs and origins
(SAR1908h). Clusters that developed in this block (Figures 11
and 12) seem to have been closely associated with patterns of
recruitment, recent residence, and family. For example, step-migrants arriving from France via Whitewood, attracted by Jerome
Boutin, family, or acquaintances, concentrated near the original
centre of the colony. Recent residence at Whitewood and family ties in southeastern Saskatchewan linked a second cluster of
72
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Figure 11
Homesteaders’ origins and settlement at Dollard

Figure 12
Homesteaders’ recent residences and settlement at Dollard

settlers further south and west of Rock Creek (Figure 13). Encounters with Léon Roy, along with family ties gathered a third
group that settled southeast of Boutin’s group and east of Rock
Creek. This group included homesteaders recently resident near
Winnipeg and French and Flemish Belgian settlers (SAR 1908i;
Bleau n.d., 2; Historique de la Paroisse Jeanne d’Arc n.d., 2–3;
Prince 1989, 45; Jaenen 1999).

lar features, priests toured and selected land with economic and
cultural advantages such as good land, railways, water, ideally
some wood, and sufficient vacant land to form large communities. The knowledge of early settlers in surrounding areas was
important in the selection of Fife Lake. At Ponteix and Val Roy
especially, priests may have assisted the many who would otherwise have selected land sight unseen.
While general areas for settlement were near proposed rail
lines, railways did not have a significant effect on settlement patterns within blocks. The lack of knowledge of specific railway
routes was key to this pattern—often communities were moved
after railways were built in order to be closer to them. Instead,
good soil and access to water appeared as the main economic
features of interest within bloc settlements, rather than distance
to railways and market towns. In all three settlements, French
and Belgian homesteaders consistently chose the best quality
land. They also gathered relatively close to towns for social ad-

SOURCE: Homestead files; CLI (1967c); Canada (1911); South Shaunavon
History Book Club (1981); Eastend Historical Society (1982)

SOURCE: Homestead files; CLI (1967c); Canada (1911); South Shaunavon
History Book Club (1981); Eastend Historical Society (1982)

Conclusion
The geographical location of the three settlements was discussed
in terms of environmental, social, national, and religious affiliations. Their internal morphology was also examined. Priests were
influential in the selection of sites for Note Dame d’Auvergne /
Ponteix and Dollard / Buffet / Val Roy, thus their views about
settlement sites were important. Instructed to look for particuPrairie Perspectives: Geographical Essays 2016, 18: 64–77
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ly, at Fife Lake, family and recent residence groups were more
important as the priest played a lesser role. Jerome Boutin and
Léon Roy were important in the clusters of settlers who shared
common recent residences at Val Roy. The significance of the
church in the establishment of the French community at Ponteix
is similar to Pyée’s (2005) findings for Notre-Dame-de-Lourdes
and Saint-Claude, Manitoba, where migrant channels based
on church recruitment in Europe were particularly important
in the establishment of communities of French migrants. In all
three settlements, French and Belgian homesteaders were able
to gather in origin, recent residence, acquaintance, and family
groups without giving up economic advantages of good land,
though they sometimes located away from water. Important social ties could thus be maintained without forgoing economic
advantages.
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